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K-FUNCTION AND OPTIMAL STOPPING PROBLEMS 
By Seizo Ikuta 
University of Tsukuba 
December 9, 1996 
Abstract 
In this paper a certain function of the real number x, referred to as the K-function, is defined and its some 
properties are examined. We reveal the close relation of the function to some optimal stopping problems by 
demonstrating that it plays important roles in the examination of the structures of their optimal decおionrules. 
1 Introduction 
In this paper we define a certain function of the real number x, K(x), and reveal its some properties. Let 
us refer to it as the K -function, which is defined in Section 2. In the twelve subsections of Section 3 we 
demonstrate that, in some optimal stopping problems and some other types of decおionproblems, how 
the function is used and applied in order to describe the optimal equations of them and examine the 
natures of their optimal dec函onrules. 
For the most typical and conventional models of optimal stopping problems presented in the first two 
subsections, the model with no recall and model with recall, a complete ex8.lnination has already been 
made, especially it is to be appreciated that Sakaguchi [26] showed the first and clear formulation of the 
models using the dyn皿 icprogr皿 mingtechnique in order to reemphasize the importance of its roles 
in optimal stopping problems. However, we provide here the complete reexamination of them by use of 
the K -function in order to reemphasize the importance of its role in the treatment of optimal stopping 
problems. In the subsequent six subsections we show the applications of the function to other types of 
optimal stopping problems; the models with uncertain recall [8][15][16], with controlled recall [25], with 
recall cost [14], with multiple search areas [l], with finite search budget [9], and the model of Pandora 
type [29]. By these it will be realized that the K-function and the solution of the equation K(x) = 0,
denoted by h*, have a close relation with these models, especially in their mathematical treatment to 
investigate the structures and properties of their optimal decision rules. 
Furthermore, in the last four subsections we show that the T-function ru1d S-function which are defined 
as the relatives of the K -function have also the close relations with other types of decision problems: the 
sequential assignment problems [5], the Markovian decision process with random observation [10] which 
is a general model including al the above problems, and the well-known newsboy problem. 
恥・omal these considerations above, a fragment of the effectiveness of the K -function in the discussions 
of different decision problems such as been stated above could be recognized. 
It can be expected that some or many models of decision problems that will be posed in the future, 
although they might be such types or classes as been discussed in this paper, are wel defined and examined 
by use of the K-function, T-function, and S-function, and their properties. 
2 K -Function 
Let F(w) be a one dimensional distribution function, discrete or continuous, with a finite expectationμ. 
Here for certain given numbers a and b such that OS a< b < oo let F(w) = 0 for w < a,0 < F(w) < l 
for a S w < b, 皿 dF(w) = l for b S w, hence a<μ< b.Let f3 皿 dc be certain 61ven numbers suc h 
that O S {3S l and c~0, 8.1d let o = {3μ-c S b.Then for釦1yreal number x define the function 
CX) 
K(x) = {3j max{ w, x }dF(w) -x -c, 
゜
(2.1) 
?referred to as the K-function, which can be rewritten as follows. 
Let us define 
00 
K(x) = /3 J {w-x,O}dF(w)-(1-/J)x-c 
ェ：
00 
= /3 j (w -x)dF(w) -(l -/J)x -c. 
ェ
00 00 
T(x) = J 00 max{w -x, O}dF(w) = 1ェ (w-x)dF(w), 
゜S(x)= j max{w,x}dF(w)=T(x)+x, 
゜
??? 、
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referred to as the T-function and S-function, respectively. The T(x) is usually called the shortage 
function. Now here note that K(x), T(x), and S(x) are al continuous functions even if F(w) is discrete. 
For convenience of later discussions, let us define 
T(-oo) = oo, T(oo) = 0, S(-oo) =μ, S(oo) = oo. 
Then the K-function can be expressed as 
K(x) = (3T(x) -(l -(3)x -c 
=f3S(x)-x-c. 
Furthermore for any given real numbers~, and 6 let us define 
L(x, 1,8) = ,x + 8T(x). 
It is immediately seen from Eq. (2.1) that 
K(x) = { 
Q -X, X < a 
-(1 -/3)x -c :s;0, b :s;x, 
from which we have 
lim K(x) = oo, 
工贔― -oo
-oo if /3 < 1 
工四K(x)= { -c if /3 = 1 } :;0, 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
? ー
、
? ? ? ?
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implying that the equation K(x) = 0 has at least one solution, solet h* be the minimum solution, that 
is, h* = min{ x I K(x) = O}. Now clearly for any y we have 
00 
K(x) ~/3 j (w -x)dF(叫ー (1-/3)x -C. 
y 
00 
T(x)~J (w -x)dF(w). 
y 
、1,
、ー、、~
??．．．??
（（ ー、
From Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.13) we have the following inequality for any x and y. 
K(x) -K(y) :5 (y -x)(l -{3F(x)), 
K(x) + x -K(y) -y :5-f3(y -x)F(x). 
? ?? 、 ? ー ，?．．?
（（
?If F(w) is a discrete distribution function defined on w = 0, 土1,• • • where a and b are both integers, 
then T(x) for any real number x can be exprE;ssed邸 follwos.
T(x) =~ (w -x)f(w) 
w>ェ
= I: (w -x)J(w) 
w~[エ l +l
? ー ? ? 、
??
??．??
（?ー、
where [叫 representsthe maximum integer les than or equal to x, usually called the Gauss's symbol. Then 
for any integer x let△ K(x) = K(x)-K(x-l), △ T(x)=T(x)-T(x-l), and△ S(x) = S(x) -S(x -1). 
Lemma 2.1 
(a) K(x) is nonincr四singin x on (-co, co), strictly decreasing on (-co, b),so K(x) > K(b) for any 
x < b, and conv邸 inX. J_げく 1,then K(x) is strictly decreasing in x on (-co,co). 
(b) K(x) + x isnondecr四singin x on (-co, co), strictly incr四singin x on [ a, co), and convex in x. 
Furthermore K(x) + x > n for a < x with K(a) + a = n and K(x) + x < b for x < b with 
K (b) + b ={3b -C :S b I
(c) For any x and y we have 
1. IK(x) -K(y)I :S IY -xi, 
2. IK(x) + x -K(y) -yl :S f31y — 叫
PROOF (a) It is clear from Eq. (2.2) that K(x) is nonincreasing in x on (-co, co). From Eq. (2.16), if 
y < x < b,then 1-{3F(x) > 0 due to F(x) < 1, hence K(y) -K(x) < 0, that is, K(x) < K(y), implying 
that K(x) is strictly decreasing in x < b. Iff3 < 1, then 1 -{3F(x) > 0 for al x on (-co, co), hence it 
follO¥vs that K(x) is strictly decreasing in x on (-co, co). The convexity is immediate from the fact that 
max{ w, x} is convex in x on (-co, co) for any given w. 
(b) It is clear from Eq. (2.1) that K(x) + x isnondecreasing in x on (-co, co). From Eq. (2.17) 
, ifa :S x < y, then K(x) + x -K(y) -y < 0 due to F(x) > 0, hence K(x) + x < K(y) + y, 
that is, K (x) + x isstrictly increasing in x :a. The con泥 xityぉcle紅丘皿国 Ifa < x, 比叩
K(x)+x > K(a)+a = n-a+a = n. Ifx < b,then K(x)+x < K(b)+b = -(l-{3)b-c+b = {3b-c :Sb. 
(c) Interchanging x and yin Eq. (2.16) and Eq. (2.17) and then multiplying the both sides by -1 yield 
K(x) -K(y)~(y -x)(l -{3F(y), 
K(x) + x -K(y) -y~ ー{3(y-x)F(y). 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
It is immediate from Eq. (2.16), Eq. (2.17), Eq. (2.20), and Eq. (2.21) that IK(x) -K(y)I S IY -xi and 
IK(x) + x -K(y) -yl S f3IY -xi. ■ 
Lemma 2. 2 
(a) h* 2: ex. 
(b) If (1 -/3)2 + c2 = 0, then h* = b. 
(c) If (1-/3)2 + c2 # 0, then 
1. h* is given by the unique solut-ion of K(x) = 0 where h* < b, 
2. if ex S a, then h* = exS a, 
3. if ex > a,then a < h* < b. 
(d) h* isstrictly increasing in f3 and strictly decreasing inc. 
PROOF (a) By definition we have O =K(h*) 2: /3 J;。~wdF(w) -h* -c = ex-h*, hence h* 2:ex. 
(b) Since /3 = 1 and c = 0 in this case, we have K(x) = 0 for al x 2:b from Eq. (2.10) and 
K(x) > K(b) = 0 for al x < b仕omLemma 2. 1 (a). Hence by definition we have h* = b. 
?(cl) The existence of the solutions has already been shown. Its uniqueness is clear from Eqs. (2.11), 
(2.12) and Lemma 2. 1 (a). The inequality h* <bis clear from K(b) < 0 inthis case due to Eq. (2.10). 
(c2) Ifcx Sa, then K(cx) = cx-cx = 0 from Eq. (2.10), hence h* = cxSa from (cl). 
(c3) Ifcx > a, then K(a) = cx-a> 0, hence a< h*. 
(d) The statement isimmediate from the fact that K(x) isstrictly increasing in /3 and strictly decreasing 
inc for any given x (Fig. 2.1). ■ 
From Lemmas 2. 1 and 2. 2 it can be easily understood that K(x) is graphed as in Fig. 2.2. From 
Lemma 2. 2 we have the folowing corolary. 
Corolary 2. 1 The h* can be classified into the following three cases. 
cx = h* Sa ⇔ (1 -/3)2 + c2=/ 0 and cx S a, 
a < h* < b {=⇒ (1-/3)2 +c2 =/ 0 and a< cx, 
h* = b {=⇒ (1-/3)2 +召=0. 
? ?
く (3'<
X 
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?
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Relationship with /3 Relationship with c 
Figure 2.1: Relationship of h* with {3 and c (h* =•) 
K(x) 
?
b X 
(1 -{3)2 + c 2 =/:-0, a :Sa (l-/3)2+c2ヂ0,o > a 
Figure 2.2: The function K(x) (h* = • ) 
X 
? ?
?
(1-/3)2 +c2 = 0 
??
The folowing corollary that isimmediately derived from the above discussions wil be sometimes useful. 
Corollary 2. 2 
(a) K(x) > 0 for x < h* and K(x) :SO for x 2'.h*. 
(b) If (l -/3)2 + c2 f 0, then K(x) < 0 for x > h*. 
(c) If (I -/3)2 + c2= 0, then K(x) = 0 for x 2'.h*. 
Lemma 2. 3 
(a) T(x) is nonincreasing in x with T(x) =μ-x for x Sa and T(x) = 0 for x 2'.b. 
(b) S(x) is nondecreasing in x with S(x) =μfor x Sa and S(x) = x for x 2'.b. 
(c) If (l -{3)2 + c2= 0, then K(x) = T(x) = S(x) -x. 
(d) If T(x) is differentiable with respect to x, then dT(x)/dx = F(x) -l and dK(x)/dx =屈(x)-l. 
(e) If F(w) is discrete, then△ T(x) = F(x -l) -1 and△ K(x) = {JF(x -l) -1 for any integer x. 
(f) Suppose 1 < 8. Then L(x,1, 8) is minimized at the re.al number x* such that F(x*) = l -~1/8 if 
F(w) iscontinuous and at the integer x* such that F(x* -l) < 1一1/8S F(x*) if F(w) is discrete. 
PROOF (a) to (e) Easy .. 
(f) Noting Eq. (2.14), for any x and y we have 
L(y, "/,8) -L(x, "/, 8) = 1(y -x) + 8(T(y) -T(x) 
0 
S ,(y-x)+8(1 (w-y)dF(w)-10(w-x)dF(w)) 
= (y -x)("f -8(1-F(y)) 
= 8(y -x)(F(y) -l十,/8).
Hence, if F(x) is continuous, then L(x*, 1, 8) -L(x, 1, 8)S O for any x, hence it follows that L(x, "/,8) is
minimized at x = x*. IfF(x) isdiscrete, then from (e) we have 
L(x, ~!, 8) -L(x -l, ~/, 8) = 8(F(x -l) -l 十 ~1I 8),
0 
K(M(-),x)=f3 j (M(w)-x)dF(w)-x-c, 
゜
(2.22) 
which is nondecreasing in x. Thus we have L(x*, ,, 8)-L(x* -I,,, 8) = 8(F(x* -I) -I十,/8)< 0 and 
L(x* + I ,~,, 8) -L(x*, , 8) = 8(F(x*) -I+ 1 / 8) ~0, hence L(x* + I , ~,, 8) ~L(x*, ~,, 8) < L(x* -I , ~,, 8), 
implying that L(屯,, 8) isminimized at x = x* . ■ 
As a generalized one of the K -function we shall define 
(2.23) 
referred to as the generalized K -function. In almost the same way as been stated above it can be easily 
shown that K(M(-), x) is nonincreasing in x with K(M(-), x)→ oo as t→ -oo and K(.i¥1(-), x) :;0 as 
t→ oo, hence the equation K(M(-), x) = 0 has a solution. An example of application of the generalized 
K -function is given in Section 3 .10. 
3 Applications of K-Function 
Here we give some examples of decision problenぉ wherethe K -function is wel used to exami.t1e the 
properties of their decision rules. They have al already been completely investigated so f紅. Through 
the subsequent subsections it could be realized that al the statements inthe theorems stated there are 
al closely related to the K-function and h*, the solution of K(x) = 0, and that the properties of the K-
function which were verified in Section 2 play important roles in the proofs of not only these statements 
but also other theorems that are described in the original papers. In Theorems 3. l and 3. 2 for the model 
?with no recall in Section 3.1 and the model with recall in Section 3.2 we state al the necessary statements 
characterizing the properties of the optin1al decision rules and give in Appendix their complete proofs 
using the K -function. Although some of these statements are not seemingly connected to the K -function, 
the reader could know that the function plays essential roles in their proofs. 
3.1 Model with No Recall [26] 
Consider the following discrete-time stochastic decision process with a finite planning horizon. For con-
venience let points in time be numbered backward from the final point in time of the horizon, time 0, as 
0, 1,-. •, and so on, and a time interv-al between two successive points in time, say time t and time t -l, 
is called the period t.If some fixed cost c 2".0, called the search cost, is paid at a point in time, then an 
offer can be obtained at the next point in time. Offers w, w', • • • obtained at successive points in time are 
assumed to be independent identically distributed random variables with a known distribution function 
F(w), called the offer distribution, where for certain given numbers a and b such that O <a< b < oo let 
F(w) = 0 for w < a,0 < F(w) < l for a :Sw < b, and F(w) = l for b :Sw, hence a<μ< b.An offer 
must be necessarily accepted up to time 0, assumed that an offer once inspected and passed up becomes 
instantly Md forever unav-a.ilable. Here being available means that an offer once inspected and passed up 
can be accepted at any t血ein the future. In general, the following three models can be considered in 
terms of the future availability of a past offer: 1. the model with no recall where it becomes instantly and 
forever unavailable, 2. the model with recall where it remains forever available, and 3. the model with 
uncertain recall where the availability is stochastic. What we are going to exainine in this section is the 
model with no recall. The other two wil be deal with in the subsequent two sections. Let a per-period 
discount factor be denoted by /3:S 1, 皿 dlet o = {3μ -c :Sμand o > 0. We shall refer to the rule 
prescribing when to stop the search by accepting an offer as the stopping rule. The objective here is to 
find the optimal stopping rule ma.xi.Jnizi.J1g the expected present discounted net value, the expectation of 
the present discounted value of an offer w accepted minus the total present discounted value of search 
costs paid up to the termination of the search with its acceptance. 
Let切(w)represent the maximum expected prぉentdiscounted net value starting from time t with an 
offer w. Then clearly u0(w) = w and 
叫w)= max{w, 仏}~w, t~l, (3.1) 
where w 皿 dUt in the right hand side are, respectively, the gain from stopping the se紅 chand the 
maximum expected present discounted net value from continuing the search by using the optimal stopping 
rule over the remaining planning horizon, expressed as 
00 
Ut = /3j叫（臼）dF(O -c, t 2:1, 
゜
(3.2) 
where (is the value of ari offer that wil be obt血1edat the next point in time. Since uo(O = E by 
definition, we have U1 = o > 0.Then the optimal stopping rule of time t can be prescribed as follows: If 
w > Ut, stop the search by accepting the present offer w, or else continue the search. The critical value 
Ut, at which whether to stop or not becomes indifferent, is usually, especially in economics, called the 
reservation value of time t. Now, using the K-function, we can express Eq. (3.2) as follows. 
防=K(Ut-d + Ut-1, t~l. (3.3) 
If Ut, hence叫 (w)converges as t→ oo, then let their limits be denoted by U and u(w), respectively. 
Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 
??
(a) Ut is nondecreasing and concave+ int. 
(b)広 convergesto a limit U = h* as t→ oo with o S砧<b for al t. 
(c) u(w) = max{w, h*} 
(d) If o S a, then Ut = o (Sa) for al t?: 1, 
(e) If o > a, then Ut is strictly increasing and strictly concave in t, hence広<h* for al t ?:1. 
PROOF See [26]. For the proof using K -function, see Appendix. ■ 
3.2 M odel with Recal [26] 
This is the model where even if皿 offeris once inspected皿 dpassed up, it can be accepted at any time 
in the futuer. 
Let四(y)represent the maximum expected present discounted net value starting from time t with the 
best offer y so far appeared. Then, clearly u0(y) = y, and 
叫y)= ma.x{y, U心）} 2 Y, t 2 1, (3.4) 
where y and Ut (y) in the right hand side are, respectively, the gain from stopping the search by accepting 
the best offer y and the maximum expected present discounted net value from continuing the search by 
using the optimal stopping rule over the remaining planning horizon, expressed as 
00 
閲）= /3 j Ut-1 (max{y, 0)dF(O -c. 
゜Arranging U1 (y) by substituting uo(max{y, 0) = max{y, 0 into yields 
(3.5) 
広(y)= K(y) + y. (3.6) 
Then the optimal stopping rule can be prescribed as follows: If y > Ut(Y), stop these紅chby accepting 
the best offer y, or else continue the search. If Ut(Y), hence叫(w)converges as t→ oo, let their lin1its be 
denoted U(y) and u(y), respectively. Then we have from Eq. (3.5) 
00 
U(y) = /3J u(max{y, c;})dF(c;) -c. 
゜Then we have the following theorem. 
(3.7) 
Theorem 3. 2 
(a) Ut(Y), hence叫 (y)is nondecreasing in t and y. 
(b) If y 2:h*, then砧(y):S y, hence叫(y)= y, and if y :S h*, then y :S Ut(Y) :S h*, hence u心） ＝
砧(y):Sh*.
(c) lfy 2: h*, then U心） = K(y) + y for al t 2'.1, and if y :Sh*, then U心） converges to U(y) as 
t→ oo. 
(d) If y 2:h*, then U(y) = K(y) + y :SY, hence u(y) = Y, and if y :Sh*, then y :S U(y) :S h*, hence 
u(y) = U(y) :Sh*. 
(e) U(y) = h* for y :Sh*. 
(f) For any y we have u(y) = ma..,x{y, h*} and U(y) = max{K(-y) + y, h*}. 
PROOF See [26]. ■ 
The statement (b) of the theorem implies that the opt血 alstopping rule c皿 berestated as follows. If 
y ;:h*, stop the search by accepting the best offer y, or else continue the se紅 ch.This me8.!1s that the 
吐!erein general a function g(x) defined on工 = 0, 士1,士2,• • • is s叫dto be concave (convex) in x ifthe diference 
△ g(エ）= g(x) -g(x -1) isnonincreasing (nondecreasing) in x. 
?model becomes completely identical to the model with recall which has the infinite plairning horizon ( 
Theorem 3. 1 (b)). 
3.3 Model with Uncertain Recall [8] 
This is the same as the model with recall only except that the recall is uncertain. Here the uncertainty 
of recall is defined as follows. An offer once inspected and passed up j periods ago becomes unav祉 able
at the next point in time with probability Pi, j = 0, l, ・ ・ ,provided that it stil remains av-ailable at 
the present time, so Po is the probability that an offer obtained at the present point in time becomes 
unavailable at the next point in time. If Pi = 0 (l) for al j 2:0, then it is reduced to the model with 
recall (with no recall*). 
In this section let us assume that there exおtsa fixed integer N > 0 such that O < Piく 1for 
0 $ j $ N -land防=1 for N $ j. This implies that every offer has at most N periods of age. The 
case of N = 0 isreduced to the model with no recall. Now suppose the se紅chstarts from time t. Let 
Wj denote the offers of time t + j (j periods ago), and let Yo = wo and Yi = 0 (w1) if the offer wi is 
unavailable (available) at the present time t. Then a state of the search process at time t can be described 
by the vector y = (Yo, Yi,・・・, YN). 
Let Ut (y) denote the m釦 mumexpected present discounted net value, starting from time t when in 
state y. Then cle紅 lyuo(Y) = max y and 
叫y)= ma.x{m訟 y,砧(y)}, t 2 1, (3.8) 
where max y isthe gain from stopping the search and Ut(Y) isthe max血umexpected present discounted 
net value仕omcontinuing the search. If N = 1, soy= (y0ふ ）， then広(y)can be expressed as 
0 
疇 叫 ＝亨J見 1(, O)dF(O + (1一知）10叫 （砂 ）dF(O) -C. (3.9) 
where (is an offer obtained at time t -1 (next time). Then we have 
広(Yo,め）= PoO + (1 -Po)(K(yo) + Yo). (3.10) 
In general let Ct = {y j max y Sりt(y)}. Then if y E Ct, it isoptimal to continue the search, or else 
stop, so let us refer to Ct as the contmuation region and its compl血entSt = Cf as the stoppmg region. 
Let z = (y1, y2, • ・ ・,y N). Then, ifthe optimal stopping rule has the followmg property, it issaid to have 
a double reservation property, DRV property, for short. 
DRV Property For at least one z with a< Yi < b forj = 1, 2, ・ ・ ・, N, there exist two different critical 
values w* and w* with aく 叫 < w* < b such that, for a present offer wo, if w* S w0 S w*, then 
continumg is optilnal, or else・stopping is optimal. 
Then we can prove the followi.J1g theorem. 
Theorem 3. 3 
(a) The necessary and sufficient condition for the optimal stopping rule to have DRV property for any 
t 2:1 and any N 2: 1 is given by o > a. 
(b) Ast tends to oo, the continuation region Ct increases and converges tothe cube H* = { (Yo, 釘， ..,YN) I 
os約 Sh*,OSjSN}.
PROOF See [8]. ■ 
"The case ofp0 = 1, eve1 if Pj > 0 for al j~1, is also substa1tialy reduced to the model with 10 recal. 
，?
The statement (b) implies that DRV property gradually fades and completely disappears in its limit, 
implying that if the planning horizon is infinite, then the model with uncertain recall becomes completely 
identical to the model with no recall which has the infinite planning horizon (Theorem 3. l (b). 
3.4 Model with Controlled Recall [25] 
This is the model with no recall in which it is assumed that that an offer y once inspected and passed 
up can be recalled and accepted if some deposit d is paid for it.For convenience let us cal an offer 
appearing at the present time and the best of the offers reserved so far, respectively, the current offer and 
leading ofer. In this model there exist the following four possible decisions: AS: accept the current offer 
and stop the search, RC: reserve the current offer and continue the search, PS: pass up the current ofer, 
accept the leading ofer, and stop the search, and PC: pass up the current offer and continue the search. 
A va.ilable decisions at the time 0紅eonly AS and PS. 
Let叫x,w) denote the maximum expected present discounted net value starting from time t with 
a leading offer x and a current offer w, and let巧(x)= fc。OO均(x,w)dF(w). Then clearly u0(x, w) = 
max{w,x} and 
叫(x,w) = inax{ w, -d -c + f3vt-l (max{x, w}), x,-c + /3叫_1(x)}, t 2:1, (3.11) 
where the four terms inside the braces corresponds to the decisions AS, RC, PS, and PC, respectively, 
and the two terms inside the braces of u0(x, w) to the decisions AS and PS, respectively. Then, using 
the K-function, we can express Eq. (3.11) for t = l as follwos. 
u1(x,w) = max{w,-d+K(max{x,w})+max{x,w},x,K(x)+叫 (3.12)
By ASt, 麟 PSt,8.1d如 letus denote the sets of (x, w) at which decisions AS, RC, PS, and PC 
becomes the optimal at time t. Then it c8.1 be shown that these sets are depicted as in Fig. 3.1, and 
the following theorem can be proved. 
Theorem 3. 4 
(a) If it is optimal to accept a leading offer, then it is only at time O (deadline). 
(b) The reserving region of time t = l, 訟ぃ isnot empty if and only if d < max{n -a, K(n)}. 
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Figure 3.2: DRV at t = 1 
(c) As t tends to oo, the reserving region冗Ctgradually fades and completely disappears in its limit and 
converges to the rectangle {(x, w) I a S x Sh*, a S w Sh* -d}. 
PROOF See [25]. ・
3.5 Model with Recall Cost [14] 
This is the model with recall in which itis assumed that the best offer y so far appeared can be recalled 
and accepted if some cost ry is paid with O S r S 1. Then the value obtained from it, ifit is accepted, 
is y -ry = sy where s = 1 -r. 
Let ut(w, y) be the maximum total expected present discounted net value starting from time t 2'.0 with 
a present offer wand a best offer y so far appeared. Then clearly uo(w, y) = m訟 {w,sy} and 
叫w,y)= max{m訟{w, sy}, 砧(w,y)}, t~l, 
00 
広(w,y)= /3j Ut-i((max{w,y})dF(O-c 
゜
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
where max{w,sy} is the gain from stopping the search and Ut(w,y) is the maximum total expected 
present discounted net value from continuing the search. Then clearly we have 
U1 = K(sma.x{w,y}) +sma.x{w,y}. (3.15) 
Let Ct= {(w,y) I max{w,sy} :S仏(w叫}.Then if (w, sy) E Ct, it is optimal to continue the search, 
or else stop, so let Ct be called the continuation region, and its compliment St = C「thestopping region. 
If the optimal stopping rule has the followmg property, let us say that it has a double reservation value 
property, DRV property, for short. 
DRV Property For at least one w with a < w < b,there exist two different critical values Y* and y* 
with aく糾くが<b such that, for a present offer w, if y* :S y :Sy*, then continuil1g is optimal, or else 
stopping is optimal. 
Then it can be shown that the continuation region Ct is depicted as Fig. 3.2 where ht is the solution of 
伍(w,y) -y = 0 with w~y, and the following theorem can be proved. 
Theorem 3. 5 
11 
(a) The necessary and sufficient condition for the DRV pro戸 tyto app如 foral t 2:1 is given by 
(1 -/3)2 + c2 =I-0, s > h* /b,and o > a.
(b) Ast tends to oo, the continuation region Ct incr四sesand converges to the rectangle C = {(w, y) I 
a :Sw :Sh*, a :Sw :Sh* /s}. 
PROOF See [14]. ■ 
The statement (b) means that as t tends to oo, the DRV property gradually fa.des and completely 
disappears in its limit. 
3.6 Model with Multiple Se紅 chAreas [11] 
This is the model with no recall only except that there exist multiple search areas where a search area to 
conduct the search must be determined every point in time. Suppose there exist N 2: 1 possible search 
areas, and let the set of them be S = {l, 2, .., N}. When the searcher moves from search area i to j, 
a travel cost di 2: 0 isincurred with di = 0.If paying si 2: 0 in search area i, then an offer can be 
obtained. Below, for al i, j E S define句 = di・十sj,called a travel and search cost. An offer w obtained 
in search area j isa random variable having a known distribution乃(w)with a finite expectationμi. 
Sequentially obtained offers w泣',• • • are assumed to be stochastically independent. Throughout the 
paper let a:i = /JμJ―匂>0 for al i, j E S. The obj . h ect1ve ere is to max皿1zethe expected present 
discounted net叫 ue,the expected value of an offer accepted minus the total expected travel and search 
cost. The optimal dee函onrule i.J1 the model consists of the following two rules: optimal stopping rule, 
prescribing how to stop the search by accepting an offer and optimal selection rule, stating, if continuing 
the search, whether or not to conduct the search by staying in the current search area or, ifnot, which 
search area to move to. Let 
co 
鯰 (x)= {3j ma.x{w,x}dぢ(w)-X - C;j, 
゜
(3.16) 
and let the minimum solution of the equation Kij(x) = 0, ifit exおts,be denoted by hi, and let 
h7 = ma; 草 shi} and h* = h7. = max;Es h7 = ma.xi,JES hガ・
Let Ut(w, i)denote the maximum expected present discounted net value starting from time tin search 
area i with a current offer w. Then, clearly四(w,i) = w, and 
叫w,i) = max{ w, Uぶ）}, t 2 1, (3.17) 
where Ut(i) is them訟 imumexpected present discounted net value when continuing the search, ,vritten 
邸） ＝ 閃緊{/3 100叫 （い）dぢ (t:) — 叫 (3.18) 
in which~is the value of an offer that wil be obtained in search area j at the next point in time. 
Rearranging Eq. (3.18) by substituting Eq. (3.17) into yields 
砧(i)= max{Kij(Uい (j)+ uい (j)}, t~I, 
jES 
(3.19) 
where U1(i) = max1Es o;1. Supposing an offer w has been obtained at time tin search紅eai, we can 
prescribe the optimal decision rules as folows. Ifw >仏(i),stop the search by accepting the offer w, or
else continue the search. Ifit isdecided to continue the search, the opti.Jnal se紅 charea of the next point 
in ti.Jne isgiven by the j ataining the maxi.Jnum of the right hand of Eq. (3.19). Let the j be denoted 
by坑(i).Then if坑(i)= i,it isoptimal to continue the search by staying in the current search area i. 
If d;1 is independent of i, then Ut (i), Vt (i), and hりareal independent of i, so let them be denoted by, 
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respectively, Ut, 坑， andh;. Then let the limits of Ut and Vt in t, if they exist, be denoted by U and v, 
and let hJ-= max;ES杞(=h*). 
Then the following theorem can be proved. 
Theorem 3. 6 
(a)仏(i)is nondecreasing int and converges as t→ oo to a limit U(i):::; h* with hれ::;U(i), 
(b) If diJ is independent of i, then U = h* and v = j*. 
PROOF See [1]. ■ 
The statement (b) means that ifdi is independent of i, once entering into search area j*, it isoptimal 
to continue the se紅 chstaying in search area j* til an offer w ?:号(=h*) appears and it isaccepted. 
• Recall Model 
In this model we can also consider the model with recall. Then let叫y,i) denote the maximum expected 
present discounted net value, starting from time t in search area i with the best offer y so far. Then 
clearly uo(Y, i) = y, and山(y,i) = max{y, Ut(Y, i)} fort?::: 1, in which Ut(Y, i) is the maximum expected 
present discounted net value when continuing the search, expressed by 
仏(y,i) =雷パ00Ut-1(max{(,y},j)鵡(()-Ci;}, t~I, (3.20) 
where U1(y, i) = max1Es K讃 ）+ y. L€t Zt(i) be the min血umsolution of the equation Ut(Y, i) -y = 0 
with unknown y, 皿 dlet the 1血itof Ut(Y, i) int be denoted by U(y, i), if it exおts.If di1 is independent 
of i, then Ut(い），叫Y,i), 皿 dU(y, i) are al also independent of i, so let them be represented仏(y),
叫），皿dU(y), respectively. Then the folowing theorem c皿 beproved. 
Theorem 3. 7 
(a) There exists the minimum solution of切(y,i)-y=O,砂） ~ 0 .
(b)叫y,i)=砧(y,i)> y for Yく研） and ut(Y, i) = y~U叩） for zぷ） :Sy. 
(c) z1(i) = hf and hf :S Zt(i) :Sが foral t, もhenceZt(i*) = h* for al t. 
(d) If diJ is independent of i, then Ut(Y) =砧(y)> y ify < h*, and Ut(Y) = y 2:広(y)、ifh* :S y, and 
u(y) = U(y) > y if y < h*, and u(y) = y~U(y) if h* :Sy. 
PROOF See [11] ■ 
The statement (b) means that the opt血alstopping rule c血 bestated as follows. Ify~Zt (i), then stop 
these紅 chby accepting the current best offer y, or else continue the search. The statement (d)血plies
that, if diJ is independent of i, then, even if the search is conducted in釦1yse紅 chareas, it isopt血 alto 
accept the current offer w if w~h*, or else to continue the search. 
3. 7 Model with Finite Se紅 chBudget [9] 
This is the model with recall where a search cost invested at each point in t血ecan be controlled within 
a given search budget. Suppose that if c dollars out of the search budget is invested in a search activity 
of each point in time, then at the next point in time an offer c皿 beobtained whose value is a r皿 dom
variable havi11g a known distribution function F(wlc) with a finite expectationμ(c) where F(wlc) = 0 on 
w :S O for al c 2:0. Sequentially obt血 edofers w, w', • • • are assumed to be stochastically independent. 
The objective is to m邸血izean expected present discounted revenue, the expected present discounted 
value of the sum of the offer w accepted and the search budget remaini11g at that point. 
Let Ut (i, w) denote the maximum of the total expected present discounted revenue starting from t血et
with a remaining search budget i釦1da current offer w. Then, clearly u0(i, w) = i + w 811d 
叫i,w)= m訟 {i+w, Uぶ）}, t~l, (3.21) 
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where i + w is the gain from stopping the search by accepting the offer w and Ut (i) is the maximum of 
the total expected present discounted revenue, expressed as 
0 
邸） ＝。閉箆i/31 見 1(i-c)/以）dF(~lc). (3.22) 
For any real numbers i~ 0 and x define 
0 
K(i,x) =。翌怒{/31 ma.x{w,x}dF(wjc)-c}-x. (3.23) 
Then we have U1(i) = K(i, 0) +i. Now define Vi(り＝広(i)-iand Vi= lim;~ 00 Vi(i). Then the decision 
strategy in this model can be stated as follmvs. If w > Vi(i), stop the search by accepting the offer w, or
else continue the search. The opti.Inal investment Ct (i) is provided by the c ataining the maximum of the 
left hand of Eq. (3.22). Fig. 3.3 is a numerical example of Vi(i) and Ct(i). Then the following theorem 
can be proved. 
Theorem 3. 8 
(a) If K(oo, 0) = 0, then Vi(i) = 0 for al t and i. 
(b) If /3< l, then Vi con.verges to h* < oo as t→ oo, 
PROOF See [9]. ■ 
• Model with recall 
We can also consider the model with recall. In this case let四(i,y) denote the maximum expected 
present discounted value starting from time t with a remaining search budget i and a present best offer 
y. Then, clearly u0(i, y) = i + y and 
叫i,y)=max{i+y,Ut(i,y)}, t2'.l, (3.24) 
where i +y isthe gain from stopping the search by accepting the best offer y and Ut(i, y) is them訟 imum
of the total expected present discounted revenue, expressed as 
0 
邸，y)=疇怒［見1(i -c)/3, m邸 {y,0)dF(lc), (3.25) 
Ct(i): Case 3 
Vぶ）： Case 3 
Figure 3.3: Reservation value½(i) and Optimal investment Ct (i) 
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where U直 y)=K(i,y)+y+i.Now define½ (i, y ) = 防 (i,y) -i and ½ (y) = limi~ oo ½ (i, y). Then we 
have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. 9 
(a) Suppose K(co, 0) = 0. Then ½ (i, y) Sy for al t, i, and y. 
(b) Suppose K(co, 0) > 0. If /3= 1, then ½ (i, y)~y for al t, i, aれdy, and if /3 < 1, ½ (i , y) is 
upper-bounded in t and i for al y. 
(c) Suppose K(co, 0) > 0 and /3< l. Then we have V(y) = h* < co for y S h*, and if h* Sy, then 
½(y) SY, hence叫y)= y, and if y Sh*, then½ (y) ~y, hence崎） = ½ (y). 
PROOF See [9]. ■ 
3.8 Model of Pandora Type [29] 
Suppose there are N closed boxes. Each box i contains an unknO¥vn reward w with a known distribution 
function F;(w) having a finite expectationμi. The cost e;is incurred in opening box i, and the reward 
in it becomes known after the t血elag ti since opening box i.Both cost and reward are continuously 
discounted by an instant discount rate ex> 0, 血 plyingthat one unit of monet紅 yvalue after time periods 
t isequivalent to e-at at that time. Below let且=e-at,. If y isthe best of rewards in boxes opened 
so far and is accepted, then the process terminates. If the search is terminated after opening some or 
al boxes, then the max血umrewards in boxes opened up to that point, including the initial reward Yo, 
must be accepted as a gain. 
The objective is to find the optin1al decision strategy so as to max血 izethe expected present discounted 
net ,raJ.ue, the expectation of the present value of the max血 umrewards gained after having terminated 
the search minus the total present value of costs incurred in opening boxes to that point in time. The 
optin1al decision rule in the model consists of the following two rules: optimal stopping rule, prescribing 
when to stop the search by accepting an offer and optimal selection rule, stating, if continuing the search, 
which box should be opened. 
Let us denote a set of the N boxes by S = {1, 2, ・ ・ ・,N}, and by u(S, y) we shal denote them邸 imum
expected present discounted net value starting with the set of boxes S and a maximum reward y sampled 
so far. Then, clearly u(<i>, y)= y, and for S =f.<i> 
0 
u(S, y)= 1Jd緊{y,且[0u(Si, max{y, c;})dFi(c;) -c.;}. 
where Si = S -{ i}. For ai1y S letting 
仏(S⑬)= /3; f0 u(Si, max{y, c;})dF;(c;) -y -<;, 
-co 
we can express Eq. (3.26) as 
Then clearly 
where for狙1yreal number y 
u(S,y)=y+m訟 {O,仏(S;,y)}. 
iES 
U謹，y)= K;(y) 
0 
K;(y) = {3, j max{y, (}訊 ()-y -c;. 
-0 
(3.26) 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
Let the minimum solution of K;(y) = 0 be h;. Here without los of generality let h1~h2 ~ ・ ・ ・ ~ hN, 
Then the opti.Jnal decision strategy is given by the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3. 10 
Stopping rule The search is to be terminated whenever the maximum sampled reward so far isgreater 
than or equal to the maximum among the hi's of closed boxes. 
Selection rule If a box is to be opened, it should be that box with the maximum hi among the boxes that 
have not yet been opened. 
PROOF The complete proof of the theorem is given by Weitzman [29], the way of which is very technical 
and complicated, so in Appendix I the author rewrite the proof with supplying omitted interpretations 
in the original paper. In Appendix I let us show a conventional way of proof using the K -function. ■ 
3.9 Sequential Assignment Problem I [1] 
Assume that i jobs arrive at a group of i workers one by one. If worker x, l :;x :;i, is assigned to 
an arriving job of value w, the group can obt血1the reward of rェwwhere r1 :; 乃三・・・::;ri. Let 
Ti= (r□ 2, .. ぶ）， i-vector.The value of each arriving job is assumed to be an independent identically 
distributed random variable having a known distribution F(w) with an expectationμ< oo. A worker 
assigned to a job is una叫 }ablefor future assignment. The objective is to find the optimal assignment 
rule maximizing the total・expected reward obtained. For convenience let us refer to the problem as the 
Ti-problem. 
By v(wぶ） we shall denote the m邸 imumtotal expected reward, provided that a job of value w has 
arrived. Then, clearly u(w, ri) =だwand
00 
u(wぶ）＝四竺臼+1 v(応 (x))dF(,;)}, i:: 2, 
1<ェ<i
(3.31) 
where if i~2, then ri(x) is the (i -1)-vector resulting from removing the x-th element of the i-vector 
Ti. Let 
00 
v(叫 =j v(w, ri)dF(w). 
゜Then Eq. (3.31) can be expressed as 
u(wぶ） = max 在w+v伝(x))}. ｛ 1~ ェ ~i
The optimal decision rule is given by the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. 11 For i 2:2 we have 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
(a) The optimal assignment rule is to assign the worker x if c,(x) < w::; c,(x + 1) with c,(l) = -oo and 
c,(i + 1) = 00. 
(b) The c,(x) satisfy the following匈uationswhereら(x)is nondecreasing in x for al i 2:2. 
e;(x) = S(e;_1(x -1) -T(Ci-1(x)), 2~x~i. i~2, (3.34) 
PROOF See [5]. Another proof by use of T-function and S-function is given in Appendix. ■ 
3.10 Sequential Assignment Problem II 
Let us consider the following variation of the sequential assignment problem I inSection 3.9. The decision 
process proceeds on the discrete ti.Ine axis without deadline, that is, its planning horizon is infinite. If a 
fixed cost c (search cost) is paid at each point in time, then a job can be obtained, and if its value is not 
so high, it can be rejected. Then 
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u(wぶ） = max{M(wぶ），伽(ri)-c} (3.35) 
where M(wぶ） and珈（叫ーcare the maximum expected total present dおcountedrewards, respectively, 
from accepting an arriving job wand assigning a worker to it and from rejecting it. Clearly .Tvl(w, ri) = 
r1w and 
｛ M(wぶ） = max 四 W十低（バx))-c}, i~2. l<x<i 
Let V(叫=f3v(叫 ーc.Then Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36)can be written 
u(wぶ） = max{M(wぶ），V(叫}, i2:1, 
｛ M(wぶ） = max rxw + V(ri(x)}, i 2'.2. l<x<i 
(3.36) 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
Suppose i~2. Then, using the generalized K-function defined by Eq. (2.23), from Eq. (3.37) we have 
K(.IVJ(一ぶ），V(叫）= 0. (3.39) 
Consequently, letting the minimum solution of K(M(一ぶ），z)= 0 be denoted by h(rふwehave 
V(叫=h(叫・ (3.40) 
Here note that h(ri(x, y)) = h(ri(Y, x)) for any x and y with x =f.y. Then Eqs. (3.37) and (3.38)can be 
re¥vritten, respectively, 
u(wぶ） = max{M(wぶ），h(ri)},
.Tvl(wぶ） = max {在w+ h(ri(x))} 
1~ ェ~i
where 1vJ(w, 四）is nondecreasing and concave in w. Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. 12 
(a) .M(wぶ (x))is nonincreasing in x Jor al w and i~ 2. 
(b) h(() . Ti x is nonincreasing in x. 
PROOF See Appendix. ■ 
When i = 1, Eq. (3.39) can be rewritten as follows. 
疇 f0max{ w, V(巧）／巧}dF(w)-V(ri) -c = 0. 
゜Let us define 
0 
粕 (z)= {3 J max{w, z}dF(w) -z -c/r1・
゜
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
(3.43) 
(3.44) 
Then Eq. (3.43) becomes K1(V(r1)/巧） = 0. Leting the minimum solution of氏 (x)= 0 be denoted by 
h1, we have V(八）／八=h1, orV(叫 =r凸.Consequently, ifi 2':2, then we have 
M(w, 乃） = max{r1w +r砂□ w+r凸｝． (3.45) 
Let c2(2, 乃） = (r2加ーr1h1)/(r2一門）if乃>r1. Then, if M(w, 乃）> h(乃），itis optimal to accept the 
arriving job w, and in this case, if w < c2(r2), itis optimal to assign the worker 1 to it, or else worker 2. 
If J¥IJ(w, r2)::; h(r2), it isoptirnal to reject it.
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3.11 Markovian Decision Process with Random Observations [10] 
Consider a decision process whose state at each point in time is characterized by a pair (i, w) of two 
vectors i and w, called the first-state and second-state, respectively. The second-state w is a random 
observation, which is a random sample from an i-dependent distribution F;(w) with a sample space rl; 
and a finite expectationμ;. Let the action that can be taken when in first-state i be designated by 
x E A(i) = {1, 2, • • •, k;} with k; 2: 1 isa given integer. If an action x istaken in state (i, w), then an 
immediate reward r(i, w, x) is obtained. If an action x istaken in state (i, w), the current first-state i 
changes into j at the next point in time with probability p(jJi, x). Let a discount factor be /3E (0, l]. 
The objective here is to find the optimal decおionpolicy attaining the maximum of the total expected 
present discounted reward, the expectation of the sum of immediate rewards obtained at each point in 
time over the finite planning horizon. 
By四(i,w) we shall denote the maximum of the total expected present dおcountedreward starting from 
time t when in state (i, w). The u0(i, w) are usually appropriately defined; inmany cases, u0(i, w) = 
m訟ェEA(i)r(i, w, x), and fort 2: 1 we have 
叫i,w) = max r(i, w, x) +的こp(jli,x)vt-1U), t~l, 
・ エEA(i)
jEI 
(3.46) 
where 
叫i)= J叫(i,w)dF;(w). 
wED, 
(3.47) 
Let w be a scalar random variable with a distribution function尺(w)where Fi(w) = 0 for w~0, 
and let r(i, w,x) = r(i, x)w + e(i, x)T where r(i, x) is assumed to be either strictly increasing or strictly 
decreasing in x for al i, and define 
N 
砥 x)= e(i,x) +/3区p(jli,x)vい (j),
j 
砕 ,x)=—年（ふ x)/△r(i, x), 
両 ＝—ふ(i)Iふ(i),
△免（ふx)= Zt(i, x) -Zt(i, X - I), 
△ Tt(i, X) = 巧(i,x)一巧(i,x-1), 
ふt(i)= Zt(i, ki) -Zt(i, I),
亙 (i)= 巧(i,ki) -Tふ 1),
Then we have the following theorem. 
?ー、
． ?ー．）、
? ?
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Theorem 3. 13 For certain given t and i we have 
(a) Suppose△ r(i, x) and△ z(i, x) are both nonincreasing in x. 
I. Assume r(i, x) is strictly increasing in x and let Ct(i, 1) = -co and屯(i,ki + I)= co. Then 
屯(i,x) is nondecreasing in x, and if Ct(i, x) < w'.S Ct(i, x + I), then the optimal solution is x, 
and 
k, 
叫i)= r(i, 1)μ; + Zt(i, 1) + L△ r(i, x)'T;(Ct(i, x). 
ェ=2
(3.55) 
t1n the original paper [10], a general case is discussed. 
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2. Assume r(i, x) isstrictly deer四singin x and let Ct(i, I) = oo and Ct(i, ki + I) = -oo. Then 
叫i,x) is non in er四singin x, and if Ct(i, x + I) :;wく Ct(i, x), the optimal solution is x, and 
k, 
叫i)= r(i,k叫+Zt(iぷ） 一こ△r(i, x)T.(Ct(i, x)). (3.56) 
ェ=2
(b) Suppose△ r(i, x) and△ z(i, x) are both nondecreasing in x. 
l. Assume r(i, x) is strictly increas-ing in x. Then, if w~ 屯(i),the optimal solution is x = 1, or 
else x = ki, and 
叫(i)= r(i, l)μi十石(i,l)+五r(i)T;(Ct (i). (3.57) 
If Ct(i, x) < w::; Ct(i, x + 1),then the optimal solution is x. 
2. Assume r(i, x)is strictly decreasing in x. Then, ifw::; Ct(i), the optimal solution is x = 1, or 
else x = k;, and 
叫(i)= r(i,ki)μi+zt(i,k』-Llr(i)Ti(Ct(i)). (3.58) 
PROOF See [10]. ■ 
3.12 Newsboy Problem 
Consider the folowing conventional newsboy problem. Let c be a purchasing price per copy, p a seling 
price per copy, d a disposing price per copy left-over, and s a shortage cost per copy where p > c > d.Let 
the number 0 of customers who come to buy the papers to him every morning be identically distributed 
r皿 dom直 riablehaving a knO¥vn distribution F(w) with a finite e,xpectationμ. The objective isto find 
the optimal purchasing quantity attaining the maximum of the every day's expected profit. Suppose he 
has decided to purchase x papers from a newspaper ofice every morning. Then, the expected profit of 
every day can be expressed by 
00 
v(x) = J {pmin{0,x}-cx-smax{0-x,O}+dmax{x-0,0}}dF(0). (3.59) 
゜Arranging Eq. (3.59) by usiI1g the formula max{x -0, O} = max{0 -x, O} + x -0 and min{0, x} = 
0 -ma.x.{0 -x, O} yields 
v(x) = (p -d)μ-T(x, ~I, 5) 
where 1 = c -d and 5 = p + s -d. Clearly 1く 5due to the assumption of c < p. Then we have 
Theorem 3. 14 v(x) is maximized at x* such that F(x* -I) < (p + s -c)/(p + s -d) :SF(x*). 
PROOF Immediate from Lemma 2. 3 (f). ■ 
(3.60) 
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Appendix I 
■ Proof of Theorem 3. 1 (Model with Recal) 
(a) From Eq. (3.2) we have Ut~/3 f (dF(n -c = a= U1 for any t~ l , hence U2~U1. Suppose 
Ut~Ut- l·Then, from Lemma 2. 1 (b) we have Ut+1 = K(Ut) + Ut~K(Ut_1) + U曰 = Ut. Thus it 
folO¥VS by induction that Ut is nondecreasing in t~ l. From Eq. (3.3) we have Ut -U曰 = K(Uい），
which is nonincreasing in t from the above result and Lemma 2. 1 (a), so Ut is concave in t. 
(b) First note U1~n, hence Ut~n for al t from (a). Next clearly U1 = a :Sμ< b. If Ut-l < b,
then from Eq. (3.3) and Lemma 2. 1 (b) we have Ut < K(b) + b :Sb due to K(b) :S O from Eq. (2.10) 
. Hence it follows by induction that砧 <b for al t~l. Consequently since Ut is upper-bounded in 
t, the Ut converges to a finite number U :S b as t→ oo, so we get O = K(U) from Eq. (3.3). Hence, if
(1 -/3)2 + c2 =j:. 0, then U = h* from Leruna 2. 2 (cl). Suppose (1 -/3)2 + c2 = 0. Then, if U < b, we 
have the contradiction of O = K(U) > K(b) = 0 from Lemma 2. 1 (a) and Eq. (2.10). Therefore, from 
Lemma 2. 2 (b) itmust be U = b = h*. 
(c) It is血mediatefrom Eq. (3.1) and (b). 
(d) Suppose n::; a. Then clearly U1 = a :Sa. If Ut-I = a :Sa, then from Eq. (3.3) and Eq. (2.10) we 
have Ut = a -Ut-l + Utー1= a :Sa. 
(e) Assume a > a. Then aく広<b for al t from (b). Since u1(() > (for a < (<広 <band
u1(0 = (for a< U1 :S (:Sb, we have U2 > /3Jc。;'°(dF(()-c = a= U1. Suppose Ut-1 > Ut_2 (> a). 
Then Ut > K(Ut_z) + Ut_2 = Ut-I from Lemma 2. 1 (b). Therefore, it follows by induction that Ut is 
strictly increasing in t, from which we have砧<U = h* for al t~ l . The strict concavity is血mediate
from the fact that Ut -Ut-l = K(Ut) is strictly decreasing int from the above result and Lemma 2.1 
(a). 
■ Proof of Theorem 3. 2 (Model with no Recal) 
(a) E邸ilyproved by induction starting with U孔y)being nondecre邸 ingin y from Lemma 2. l (b) and 
U2(Y) 2: f3 J ma.x{y, E}dF(E) -c = K(y) + y = U孔y).
(b) The邸 sertionsfor t = I are immediate from Eq. (3.6), Corollary 2. 2 (a), and防(y):S K(h*) + 
h* = h* for y :S h* due to Lemma 2. 1 (b). Hence, if y :S h*, then y :S広(y)for al t from (a). 
Assume that the邸sertionsare true for t -I, hence Ut_1(y) :S max{y, h*} for al y. Thus we have 
Ut_1(max{y,E}) :S max{ma.x{y,E},h*} = max{(,max{y,h*}} for ally and(. Arranging Eq. (3.5) by 
substituti.J1g the inequality yields Ut(Y) :S K(m訟 {y,h*})+m邸 {y,h*} for ally. Hence, if h* :Sy, then 
砧(y):S K(y) + y :Sy due to K(y) :S 0, and if y :Sh*, then Ut(Y) :S K(h*) + h* = h*. 
(c) If y 2:h*, then max{y, E} 2: h* for al E, hence uい (max{y,E}) = max{y, E} for al E from (b). 
Therefore arranging Eq. (3.5) by substituting this yields Ut(Y) = K(y) +y. If y :Sh*, then Ut(Y) is upper 
bounded in t from (b), hence Ut (y) converges邸 t→co from (a). 
(d) Immediate from (b). 
(e) 1. First suppose h* < b, hence F(h*) < l. Now, if y :Sh* :S {, then max{y, {} = { 2:h*, hence 
Eq. (3.7) c釦1be expressed邸
h" 
U(y) = P 1,. u(m訟 (y,O)dF(O + P 1:u(max(y, O)dF(() -c 
= {31 u(max{y, 0)dF(() + {31. (dF(() -c. 
?ー ?
、?
?（
?ー 、
In order to prove the assertion, it suffices to show that (i) U(y) = h* with y :Sh* is the solution of the 
equation Eq. (3.62) and (i) the solution is unique. 
F江st,let us prove (i). For this, we show that, when arrfillging the right haild side of Eq. (3.62) by 
substitutiI1g U(y) = h* with y :Sh*, the resultmg expression becomes equal to h*. Let the right har叫 side
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of Eq. (3.62) be designated by R(y). If c;:; h*, then since ma.x{y, c;} :; h*, we have u(ma.x{y, c;}) = h*. 
Thus we have 
R(y) = {J ん．がl(E:s; h*)dF(E) + {J 0 (dF() -c 
~ p 10四 {h賃 )dF(O-cL 
= K(h*) +h* = h*. 
Thus, the proof of (i) iscomplete. 
Next, let us prove (i). Suppose there exist another solution Z(y) such that jZ(y)j < oo for y :s;h*, and 
let△ = supy~h· jU(y) -Z(y)j where O <△ く oo.Then 
h" 
Z(y) = f3j z(max{y, 0)dF(() + /3 1~(dF(O -c 
゜
(3.63) 
where z(max{y, fl) = max{ max{y, fl, Z(max{y, fl)}-Taking the difference of Eq. (3.62) and Eq. (3.63) 
leads to 
IU(y) -Z(y)I S /3 1 h• lu(max{y, E}) -z(max{y, 0)ldF(E) 
゜$ /3 jh"△ dF(E) S△ F(h*), 
゜from which we get△こ△F(h*), yielding the contradiction of 1 :SF(h*). Consequently, the solution 
must be unique. 
2. Next assume h* = b,so /3 = 1 and c = 0 from Coroll紅y2. 1 . Note that for any y and E 
we have u(max{y, E}) = max{ max{y, E}, U(max{y, E})}~max{も U(y)} because max{y, 0 こEand 
U(max{y, E})~U(y) from max{y, E}~y ai1d (a). Hence we have U(y) ~J;。;'° max{(U(y) }dF(E), from 
which we get O 2".J;。;'°max{E-U(y), O}dF(E) 2".O; that is, fc。;'°max{(-U(y), O}dF(E) = 0 for ally. This 
implies (:S U(y) for al (on [a, b]; hence it must be U(y) 2". b = h* for ally. From this and U(y) S h* 
for y :Sh* due to (d) it must follows that U(y) = h*. 
(f) From (d) and (e) if y 2".h*, then u(y) = y and U(y) = K(y) + y 2".K(h*) + h* = h*, and if 
y :Sh*, then u(y) = max{y, h*} = h* and U(y) = h* = K(h*) + h* 2". K(y) + y. Therefore we have 
u(y) = max{y, h*} and U(y) = max{K(y) + y, h*}. 
■ Another Proof of Theorem 3. 10 (Model of Pandora Type) 
For convenience let F;(w) be a continuous distribution function for all i.In order to prove the theorem, 
it suffices to show the folowmg two points. 
(a) If y 2".h1, then U;(Si, y):SO for al i ES, 
(b) lfy < h1, then maxiEsU;(S;,Y) =仏(S1,y) > 0. 
For the proof of the theorem, the folowi.r1g two supplementary statements must be also proved. 
(c)防(S1,h』-U;(S;, hi) 2". 0 for al i. 
(d) U (S . 1 1,y) is nonmcreasmg my. 
The statement (d) can be easily proved by induction. Here note that if (a) and (b) are both are true, 
then Eq. (3.28) can be expres.sed as folows. 
u(S, y) = y + ma.x{O, 広(S汀）｝． (3.64) 
If S consists of more than one boxes, then by Sii, i =I-j, let us denote the set resultant from removing 
element i and then j from S. Then from Eq. (3.64) we have 
u(S1, y)= y + ma.x{O店 (S12,y) }, 
u(Si,Y)=y+m訟 {O,広(Sn,Y)}, 2 Si SN. 
Arranging Eq. (3.27) by substituting the above yields 
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(3.65) 
(3.66) 
00 
疇 1,y) = 粕 (y)+ f31j max{〇，島(S12,max{y, 0)}訊 (0, (3.67) 
-oo 
00 
仏(S;,y) =瓦(y)+ (3;!ma.x{O, 防(Sil,ma.x{y, 0) }dF;(~), 2:; i:; N. (3.68) 
-oo 
If y < h1, then it isclear from Corollary 2. 2 (a) that広(S1,y) > 0. Before proceeding to the proof, 
note that without proof clearly伍（豆y):;防(S,y)if S~S. 
• First from Eq. (3.29) we have for any y 
広({l}i,y)=凡 (y),
ら({2h,y)=応 (y).
(3.69) 
(3.70) 
Thus, inthis case it isclear from Corollary 2. 2 (a) that (a) and (b) hold true. Therefore from Eq. (3.64) 
we have 
u({1}, y) = y + max{O, 広({l}i,y)},
u({2}, y) = y + max{O, 島({2}2,切｝．
(3.71) 
(3.72) 
• Suppose S consists of more than one boxes. Then, noting {l, 2}i2 = {2}z and {l, 2}z1 = {l}i, we have 
00 
U叫 2h,y) =紀(y)+ /31 j max{ 0, ら({2}z,max{y, 0)}訊（砂 (3.73)
-00 
00 
辺({1, 2 }z, y) = K幽 ）這 j max{O, 広({l}i,max{y, 0) }dF: 炭）• (3.74) 
-oo 
where from Eq. (3.69) 
U1({l}i,max{y,E}) = K1(max{y,E}), 
的({2h,ma.x{y, 0) =応 (max{y,E}). 
(3.75) 
(3.76) 
ロProofof (a) Suppose y 2柘 (2加） • Then, since max{y, 0 2 h1 (2加）for alふfromCorollary 2. 
2 (a) we have U1({1h,max{y,E}) SO a.J1d U2({2}2,max{y,E}) SO for all(. Thus it follows from 
Eqs. (3.73) and (3.74)that ify 2 hi, then 
防({l,2}i,y)=紀 (y): 0, 
的({1,2}2,y)=応 (y): 0. 
(3.77) 
(3.78) 
□ Proof of (b) Suppose y < h1. Ify? h2, then since max{y, E} 2: h2 for a且(,we have U2({2}2, ma.x{y, E}) 
S 0.If y < h2, then ES y leads to U2({2h, max{y, 0) =K2(Y) > 0, y <ES h2 to U2({2h, max{y, 0) =
K2(E) 2:0, and h2くEto U2({2h, max{y, E}) = K2(0 S 0.Hence Eq. (3.73) c狙1be arr釦1gedas 
h~ 
広({1,2}汀 ）＝粕(y)+凰応(y)凡(y)+ J応(OdF心） I(y < h砂
ッ ） (3.79) 
If (:Sy(< h1), then U1({l}i,max{y,E}) = K1(Y) > 0, and if y < E 5h1, then U1({l}i, max{y,E}) = 
2 
K合(~) 2: 0, and if h1 く~, then U1 ({1 h, ma.x{y, 0) = K 1 (~) S 0. Hence Eq. (3.74) can be expressed as 
hi 
ら({1,2}叫 =K贔） +A(凡(y)F2(Y)+ J凡 (.;)d疇）．
y ） (3.80) 
Differentiating Eqs. (3.79) and (3.80)with respect toy by using Lemma 2. 3 (d) produces, respectively, 
U{({l,2}i,y) = /31尺(y)+ /31尺(y)(約恥(y)-l)I(y < h2) -1 
＝ 糾尺(y)I(h2~y) +企尺(y)/3,i凡(y)I(yく加） ー1,
辺({1,2}2,y)= /31必尺(y)凡(y)-1, 
from which we have 
(3.81) 
(3.82) 
(3.83) 
U{ ({1, 2h, y) -U~({1, 2h, y) = !31尺(y)(l+ (あ凡(y)-l)l(yく妬） 一あ凡(y)) (3.84) 
where the right hand side is equal to O on y < h2 and nonnegative on h2 :Sy (< h1). Hence the difference 
防({1,2h, y)ー ら({1,2}z, y) is constant on y < h2 and nondecreasing on h2 :S y (< h1). Consequently, 
to complete the proof of (b) it suffices to verify (c), i.e., 広({1,2}i, h2) -U2({1, 2}z, 加） ~0.
□ Proof of (c) From Eq. (3.74), noting that fh :S 1, 防({1}i, y) is nonincreasing in y, and U1 ({l}i, h2) = 
粕(hz ) ~ 粕 (h1)= 0, we get 
00 
伍({1,2}凸 ）＝必jmax{O, 広({1 h,max { h2, 0)}晒(,;)
-oo 
00 
:S j max{O, 防({l}i,加）}d疇）
-00 
＝ 防({l}i,h2) 
<防({l,2}i,h砂，
Therefore we obtain U1({1, 2}i, h2) -U2({1, 2}2, 加）2 o. 
• Suppose (a) to (d) hold true for S's consおtingof 2 box, 3 boxes, .. , and N -l boxes. 
(3.85) 
□ Proof of (a) Suppose y 2柘 (2佗）• Then, since max{y, 0 2柘ミ妬 foralもbyassumption we 
have島(S12,max{y,E})SO and U1(S;1,max{y,E}) SO for all{. Thus it follows from Eqs. (3.67) and 
Eq. (3.68) that U;(S;, y) =瓦(y)SO for al i ES. 
□ Proof of (b) Suppose y < h1. If y 2 h2, then since ma.x{y, 0 2妬 forall{, U2(S12,ma.x{y,E}) S 
0. If y < h2, then E S y (<妬）leads to U2(S12,ma.,-,c{y,E}) = U2(S12,Y) > 0, yくE<妬 to
U2(S12, ma.x{y,E}) = U2(S12,E) > 0, and (yく）妬く Eto U2(S12,ma.x{y,E}) = U2(S12,E) S 0. Therefore 
Eq. (3.67) can be expressed as 
切
防(S1,y) =粕 (y)+!31(伍(S12,y)尺(y)+ J伍(S12,0訊 (E)I(y < h砂，
y 
） (3.86) 
If (Sy(< h1), then U1(S;1,max{y,0) = U1(S;1,y) > 0, and ify < (< h1, then U1(S;1,max{y,0) = 
U1(S;1,0 > 0, and if (y <)h1 S (, then U1(S;1,ma..x{y,0) = U1(Sn,O S 0.Hence Eq. (3.74) can be 
expressed as 
仏(Si,y) =氏(y)疇（広(S碍）Fi(Y) + jh'仏(S疇 ）dF, ぷ）：
y 
） 2~i~N. (3.87) 
Differentiating Eqs. (3.86)皿 dEq. (3.87) with respect to y produces 
切(S直 ）＝厄 (y)(1十巧(S12,y)I(yく妬）） ー1, (3.8) 
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U[(Si, y)=駅(y)(1+1/f(Si1,Y))-1, 2$i$N. (3.89) 
Now define凡(y)= 日~=lf3ぶ (y).Then from Eq. (3.82) we have 
Uf({l,2}i,y) = I'1(y)I(h2 :Sy) +I'2(y)I(y < h2)-l. (3.90) 
叩 {2,3}z, y)= /3z凡(y)I(h3:Sy)+ /3zF2(y)/33凡(y)I(yく加）ー 1
=Iら(y)I(h3:S y)/31凡(y)+応(y)I(yく加）/31尺(y)-1. (3.91) 
Therefore, noting {1, 2,3}i2 = {2, 3}z, we have from Eq. (3.8) 
U{ ({l, 2, 3}i, y) = /31F1 (y) (1 + U~ ({2, 3}z, y)J(y < h2)) -l 
= /31F1(Y)(l + (Iら(y)I(h3:S y)/31F1(y) + I'3(y)J(y < h3)//31F1(Y) -l)l(y < h2)) -1 
= /31尺(y)+ら(y)J(h3:S y)J(yく柘）＋凡(y)l(yく加）J(yく加）―/31凡(y)I(yく妬）ー 1
= I'1(y)J(h2 :S y) + I'2(y)J(h3 :S y < h砂+I'3(y)I(y < h到ー1.
Repeating the same operation leads to in general 
N-1 
U{(S1, y) =八 (y) I (h2~y) + I;I'k(y)I(hk+l~Y く加）＋贔(y)I(y < hN) -1. (3.92) 
Using this, we have from Eq. (3.89) 
巧(S2,Y)= ~ 凡(y)(l十広({1,3, 4, ・ ・ ・,N}i, y) -l 
N-1 
＝応(y)I(h3S y) +~ 几(y)I(hk+ls yく加）＋応(y)I(y< hN) -l. (3.93) 
k=3 
U[(Si, y) =且Fi(y)(l十防({1,2, ・ ・ ・,i-, i + 1, ・ ・ ・,N}i, y)-l 
= {3ぶ (y)(バ(y)I(h2Sy) 
,-2 
+~ 几(y)I(hk+ls yく加） +ri-1(Y)I(hi+1 s y < hi-1)) 
k=2 
N-1 
+L応(y)J(hk+l$ Yく加）＋砂(y)J(y< hN) -1, N -l 2:i 2:3, (3.94) 
k=i+l 
Uん(SN,y) =珈恥(y)(八(y)I(h2$ y) 
N-2 
+~ 几(y)J(hk+l$ y <加)+rい (y)J(y< hN-d) -l. (3.95) 
Now紅rangingEq. (3.94) by substituting 
I';-1(y)I(h;+1 :Sy< h;_i) = Iし(y)I(h;+1:Sy< h;)//3;F;_(y) + I';-1(y)I(h; :Sy< h;-1) (3.96) 
leads to 
i-1 
Uf(S;, y) = {3ぶ (y)(八(y)I(h2:Sy)+ L几(y)I(hk+l:Sy< hり）
k=2 
N-1 
+L 且(y)I(hk+l:Syく加）+ I'N(y)J(y < hN) -l. (3.97) 
k=i 
Taking the difference of Eq. (3.92)皿 dEq. (3.96) yields, for 2 S i S n, 
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t-1 
切(Si,y) -U{(S⑬) = (1 -/3ぶ(y))(以y)I(h2Sy) +~ 几(y)I(hk+ls yく加）），(3.98) 
k=2 
the right hand side of which isnonnegative for any y and is equal to O on y < h;.This implies that the 
difference U1(S1,y) -U;(S;,y) isconstant on y Shi and nondecreasing on h; Sy< h1. Consequently, 
in order to complete the proof of (b), it suffices to verify (c). 
Proof of (c) From Eq. (3.68) we have 
00 
訊(S;,h;) = Ki(h;) + {3; J max{O, 広({l,2, 3, ・ ・ ,i -1, i +1, ・ ・, N}i, max{hi, c;}) }dF;(c;) 
-00 
00 
S j m訟 {O,防({1, 2, 3, ・ ・, i -1, i + 1, ・ ・, N}i, hサ｝訊(c;)
-oo 
= max{O, 防({l,2, 3, ・ ・ ・, i -1, i + 1, ・ ・ ・, N}i, h;)} 
＝広({l,2, 3, ・ ・ ,i-1, i+ 1, ・ ・ ・, N}i, hサ
三防({l,2, 3, ・ ・ ・, i -1, i, i + 1, ・ ・, N}i, hサ
＝広(S1,hi)-
Therefore, we have U1(S1, hi)-Ui(Si, hi)2: 0, implying that (b) holds true. 
■ Another Proof of Theorem 3. 11 (Sequential Assignment Problem I) 
In order to prove the theorem it must verify also the following statement. 
(3.99) 
(c) For 2 S x $i, there exists e;(x) such that c(xぶ）＝正(x-1) -v(ri(x) = (rx -rエー 1)e;(x).
First, clearly u(w, ri) = r1 w, so v(内）＝門μ,hence v(四 (1)= r2μand v(r2(2)) =門μ.Therefore, 
for r2-problem we have v(四 (1))-v(四 (2) = (乃ーr1)μ,so c2(2) =μ. If w S c2(2), then since 
乃w+v(四 (2)-T1W -V(四 (1)= (乃一門）(w -o.i(2), it isoptimal to assign the worker 1, or else 
worker 2. Let c1(1) = -co and c1(2) = oo, so S(c1(1) = μand T(c1(2) = 0 due to Eq. (2.6). 
Furthermore let o.i(l) = -co and o.i(3) = oo. Then clearly o.i(l) :Sc2(2) :So.i(3), the inequalities 
w $◊,i (2 ) and o.i(2) < w can be ,vritten, respectively, ◊,i ( l ) < w $ ◊,i(2 ) and ◊,i ( 2) < w $ o.i(3), and 
o.i(2) can be expressed as o.i(2) = S(c1(1) -T(c1(2). Therefore the statements (a), (b), and (c) are al 
true for the 巧—problem.
Second, assume that the three statements are true for Ti-problem, hence for 2 S x Si we have 
rxw + v(ri(x) -rエー 1w-v(r;(x -1) = (rエ,-rエー 1)(w-c,;(x), 
from which the following three points can be said. 
1. If w :S c,(2), sow :S c,(2) :Sc,(3) :S • • • S c,(i), then u(w, 1ヽ） = T1W + v(r;(l), 
2. For 3 :Sx :Si -1, ifc,(x) < w :S c.;(x + 1), so c.;(2) :S・ ・ ・:S c.;(x -1) :Sc,(x) < w :Sら(x+l):S 
c,(x + 2) S・ ・ ・S c,(i), then u(w, r;) =心w+ v(r;(x), 
3. If c, (i) < w, so c, (2) :S・ ・S c,(i -1) S c,(i) < w, then u(w, r;) = T;W + v(r;(i), 
which implies that the ma,"<imum of the right hand side of Eq. (3.33) isattained at x for w such that 
c,(x) < w S c,(x + l) with c,(l) = -oo and c,(i + 1) = oo. In other words, it isoptimal to assign the 
worker x ifc,(x) < w Sら(x+ l). Hence u(w, r;) can be expressed as 
t 
u(wぶ）=~(心w+v(rぶ）））I(e;,(x) < w S c;(x + 1). (3.100) 
ェ=l
Noticing I(c;(x) < w) = I(ら(x)< w ~c; (x + 1) + I(c;(x + 1) < w), the above expression c皿 be
reai-r釦1gedas folows. 
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u(wぶ） = r1w +v仇(1)+ ~(rェ ー rエー 1 )(w -c.;(x)I(邸(x)< w). (3.101) 
ェ=2
Hence, by using T-function, we have 
' 正）＝叫＋如ぶ）） + I:(rx -rx-1)T(c,(x). (3.102) 
x=2 
Now byri+i(i, j), i # j,let us denote the (i-1)-vector resulting from removing the i-th and j-th elements 
of ri+l where r叶1(i,j)= T;+1(j,i). Then from Eq. (3.102) we have 
vh+1(l) =加+v(ri+1(1, 2)+こ(rx+l 在ー）T(c,(x)), (3.103) 
v(r;+1(Y)) =叫+v(r;+1(Y, 1) +旦年ーい）T(ら(x)+ (ry+l いー ）T(c,(y) 
' 
+ L (rx+i-Tェ）T(e;(x), 2 :Sy :Si, (3.104) 
x=y+l 
v(ri+1(i + 1) =叫+v(r,+1 (i + 1, 1)+竺—い）T(c,(x). (3.105) 
From the above expressions we obtain 
vh+i(Y -1) -v(r;+i(Y)) = (ry -ryー1)(S(c.;(y-1) -T(c.;(y)), 2:; y:; i + 1. (3.106) 
Therefore we have 
ら+1CY)= S(c.;(y -1) -T(c.;(y), 2 :Sy :Si+ 1. (3.107) 
Now cle紅・lyC,+1 (2) > <;+1 (1) = -oo and oo = <;+1 (i + 2) > <;+1 (i + 1). Next for 3 :Sx :Si+ 1 
Cら+1(Y)-Ci+1(Y -1) = (S(e;(y -1) -S(cら(y-2)) -(T(e;(y)) -T(e;(y -1)). (3.108) 
The differences of S-function and T-function in the above expression are, respectively, nonnegative 
and nonpositive from the induction hypothesis皿 dLemma 2. 3 (a,b). Hence it follows that c.+1(x) is 
nondecreasing on 2 :;x :;i + 2.
■ Proof of Theorem 3. 12 (Sequential Assignment Problem II) 
Clearly M(w五 (1)=乃w2'. 門w=M(w五 (2)for al w, hence the statement (a) istrue for i = 2. 
Suppose the statement (a) is true for i -1, hence K(M(-,r;_1(x)),z) is also nonincreasir1g in x for 
al z. This implies that h(r;(x)) is nonincreasing in x, hence the statement (b) holds. Here note that 
be assumption we have h(r;(x, y)) = h(r;(y, x) 2'.h(r;(y, x + 1) = h(r; に+1, y) and h(r;(x, x + 1) = 
h(r;(x + 1, x)for al x and y, x =fy. Then for al w 
M(wぶ (x))
= max{ max {ryw+h(r,(x, y))}, rェ+1w+h(r;(x,x+l), max {ryw+h(r,(x, y))} 
1$y全 ー1 エ+2s和 +1
~max{ ma.,x {乃w+h(r;(x+l,y))}, rxw+h(r;(x+l, x), max {ryw+h(r;(x+l, y))} 
1匂全ー1 ェ+2$y$i+l
= M(wぶ（エ+l))
Hence K(M(-, r;(x)), z)is nonincreasing in x for al z. This completes the proof. ■ 
Appendix II 
■ Weitzman's Proof of Theorem 3. 10 [29] 
Here for convenience let us denote a reward in box i by Wi-First from Eq. (3.28) we have 
u({ k}, y) = y + max { 0ぷ (y)}
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for every k E S. Hence it follO¥VS that if y :Shk, opening box k isoptimal due to Kk(Y)~0, or else 
stopping with accepting the maximum rew紅 dy isoptimal due to Kk(Y) :S 0. This implies that Pandora's 
rule is optimal when starting with a single closed box. 
Assuming that Pandora's rule is optimal with any n closed boxes and any maximum rew紅dy, we shall 
st紅 twith any n + l closed boxes£, = {釘，i2,・ ・ ,in+ 1} and any maximum reward y where let j and g 
be boxes with, respectively, the highest and the second highest reservation value in£, that is, 
h1 2:'. h9 2:'. max hz. 
1=1,2 , ··•,n+l 
l;,fj,l;,,g 
Then, by 0。weshall denote the expected present discounted net value from opening no box and stopping 
with accepting the current maximum reward y; clearly 0。=y.
i. Suppose y 2 hi. Then since max{y叫}2 hi 2 h9 for any wk, the expected present discounted 
value from opening any box k E£, becomes 
0 
Ok= f3k J m訟 {y,w叶d凡(wk)-Ck 
-co 
from hypothesis. Therefore, since Ok -Oo = Kk(Y) :s;0 because of y 2 hi 2 hk, itfollows that opening 
no box, or stopping with accepting the current m訟 imumreward y isoptimal. 
i. Suppose朽>y. Then the expected present discounted value from opening box j E [, and then 
stopping becomes 
。j= /3j f0 max{y, wサdFj(Wj)-Cj, 
-0 
Hence, since Oi -0。＝氏(y)> 0, it follows that opening no box can not become optimal. Here a 
question of which box to be opened arises. In order to answer the question, let us consider the three 
alternatives: 
A: Open box j and proceed by Pandora's rule thereafter, 
B: Open any box k (# j) and proceed by P皿 dora'srule thereafter, 
C: Open box j. If凹>h9, stop, or else open any box k and proceed by Pandora's rule thereafter, 
Let the expected present discounted value for each alternative be designated by A, B, and C, respec-
tively. What should be proved here is A 2:B. Here, by hypothesis, clearly A 2:C. Hence, ifC 2:B can 
be verified, it follows that A 2:B. Weitzman proved the inequality by showiI1g the difference C -B 2:0. 
First, by definition, we have 
C = -C; 凸 {Pr(wj2: h9)E[rn訟 {y,w1}lw12: h9] 
+Pr(hg > Wj) (-ck予 E[u(S-{j}-{k},rnax{y,wj叫 })lhg>叫）｝，
B =-Ck+叫Pr(wk2: 朽）E[w吋Wk2;: 朽l
+Pr(朽＞叫）（一Cj+ぁE[u(S-{k}-{j},rnax{y,wk,w月）1朽＞叫）｝．
which can be rewritten邸 follows:
ow define 
C = -C; 凸{Pr(w1 2: 朽）E[w1jwj 2: 朽l
+Pr(朽>Wj 2: h9)E[m邸 {Y,Wj}I朽>Wj 2: hg] 
+Pr(h9 > Wj) (-ck 
＋叫P-r(wk2: 朽）E[叫叫＞朽l
+Pr(朽>Wk 2:怜）E[max{y,w砂I朽>Wk 2: hg] 
+Pr(hg >叫）E[u(S-{j}-{k},max{y,w1,w砂）jhg > Wj, hg >叫｝）｝．
B = -ck + f3k { Pr(wk 2: 朽）E[wklwk 2: 朽l
+Pr(hj > Wk 2: h9) (一Cj
岳 {Pr(wj2: 朽）E[w1jwj 2: 朽l
+Pr(朽>Wj 2: h9)E[max{y,wk,Wj}恥>Wk 2: h9, 朽>Wj 2: hg] 
+Pr(hg > Wj)E[max{y, w叶恥>Wk 2: hg]}) 
+Pr(h9 >叫）（一C;
鴫{Pr(巧ミ朽）E[wjjWj 2: 朽l
+Pr(朽>Wj 2: h9)E[max(y,wj)I朽>Wj 2: hg] 
+Pr(h9 > Wj)E[u(S-{k} -{j},m訟 {y,wk巧 })jhg> Wk, hg >叫｝）｝
巧=Pr{wj? 朽｝，
'Irk= Pr{wk? 朽｝，
入i= Pr{朽 >wj?h9},
入k= Pr{朽＞匹?hg}, 
屈 = Pr{hg > Wk c". 加｝，
ej = E[wjjWj ? 朽],
荻 =E[叫叫こ叫
巧=E[叫朽>W;? hg], 
知 =E[叫朽＞匹?hgl-
似=E[w叫％＞匹ミ叫，
ら =E[ma..x{y,w立1朽>Wj? hg], 
ik = E[ma..x{y, 叫}I朽＞叫?hg], 
d = E[max{y, wん巧｝恥＞叫?hg, 朽>Wj? hg], 
<P =E[u(S-{j}-{k},max{y,wk,Wj})lh9>wj, h9>wk]-
By using the above symbols, C and B are expressed as follows: 
C = -Cj + /3j { 7r凸＋凸+(1-巧ー入j)(-ck+森｛咋咲＋心+(1- 霰—入況｝）｝ ，
B = -ck 心 {'Irk叙＋刈—C] 十約 {'lrjej+研+(1 -巧 ー入ふ｝）
+(l -'Irkー入り(-cj+ぁ{'lrjej+凸+(1-巧ー憂｝）｝，
which furthermore can be arr皿 gedas follows: 
C = -Cj +巧岳＋入j/3占+(1-巧ー 入））ら(-ck+疇 K咲＋虚ふ）
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~ 
:-
+(1-巧 ーふ）(1 -1"k 入ーk)f3位k<P,
B = -Ck + 7rk/3k叙十入ふ(-c;・十7rj/3; も＋詞d+ (1一朽;-入j)/3占）
+(l-7rk -板)f3k (-cj +巧尼＋入j/3占）
+(1-匹ーふ）(1-巧 ー入j)f3kf3沖 ．
Taking the difference of C and B with noting the underlined terms produces 
C -B = - (Cj ― 11"j/3が~;)(1 - 森+1rk/3k) + (ckー 1"k/3k咲）(1―/3j + /3汀j+ /3)入J)
+入j/3ji;― 入kf3込j/3足一 (1- 豆—入k)/3込j/3jiij'
Now尾（朽） = 0 and応（加） = 0 can be expressed as follows, respectively, 
Cj =ぁ(hi1こdF(巧） + 1~WjdF(巧)) -hJ 
= /3j (朽(1-Pr{wj 2朽})+ Pr{wJ 2朽}E[wj/Wj2 hj]) -hj 
h.k 0 
Ck = 森 (hk10 dF(匹） + 1k叫 F(wk))-hk 
= f3k(刈1-Pr{wk 2 hj} -Pr{朽＞叫 2h9})-Pr{h9 > wk 2加｝）
+Pr{wk 2朽}E[・戦 /wk2朽l
+Pr{朽＞叫 2h9})E[w叶朽＞叫 2h9) 
+Pr{h9 >叫こ加})E[叫 hg> Wk 2虹J)-hk, 
which can be expressed as, respectively 
Cj = /3; 巧(ej―朽）一 (1-あ）hi, 
Ck=森（叫ekー加）＋入k(akー 虹）＋殷(bkー加）） 一(1-f3k)hk, 
from which we obtain 
C; ―約巧も ＝一朽(l-{3j+あ巧），
保 ーかげK蹂 ＝一虹(1-森 +{3げk)+ {3砂迅保 ー加）+ f1k昂 (bk 虹ー）．
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If substituting the above into the right hand side of Eq. (3.109), canceling some terms, and grouping 
others, then the difference C-B can be arranged as follows: 
C-B=朽(1-/3j + /3j1rj)(1 -f3k + 1rkf3り
＋（一加(1-森＋釦rk)+ f3kぶ(akー加）＋森既(bk 加ー））(1-あ+/31巧 +/3ふ）
＋入j/3jiら — 入kf3k 入仕ちd-(1 --;rkー 入k)f3k入j/3jiJ・
Now we have ii 2 E[w』朽>Wj 2 hg] 2 E[hgl朽>Wj 2 h9) = h9 2 hk, Similarly we get ak 2 hk 
and bk 2 hk. Furthermore we obtain 
d = h9 +E[m訟 {rn訟 {y,Wj} -hg, Wk -hg}恥>Wk 2: hg, hj > Wj 2: hg] 
S h9 + E[rnax{y, Wj} -h9 +匹— hg侶> wk 2: h9, 朽＞巧 2:hg] 
= E[rn邸 {y,wj}+w叶朽>Wk 2: hg, hj > Wj 2: hg] 
= O.j +ak -h9 
s O.;・十ak-hk. 
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Thus we have the folowing inequalities: 
朽 ーh1c2 0, ij -h1c 2 0, a1c -h1c 2 0,b1c -h1c 2 0, ij + a1c -h1c -d 2 0. 
Weitzman states C -B 2'.0 without proof in his paper; this is quite puzzling. The author confirmed this 
by transforming the difference C -B step by step as follows: 
C-B=朽(1-あ十/3;巧）(1-森＋双f3k)
虹ー(1-f3k + /Jk,rk)(l -/3j + /3j巧＋あ・入］）
+/Jk入k(ak-hり(1-/3j + /3;.rj + /3j入;)
+f3kJ.Lk(bk -hk)(l -/31 + /3j1"j + /3; 入］）
+入j/3jii;―入k/Jk入;/3jd-(1 -1"kー入k)/Jk入j/3jii;
＝朽(1-/Jj + /3j7rj)(1 -/Jk + ,rk/3砂
-h以1-f3k + f3k11"k)(l -/3j + /3j7rj) 
一虹(1-/Jk + f3k冠）あ入J
+(ak -加)/3砂、k/Jj入J
+(ak -虹)/3砂k(l-/31 + /31巧）
+(bk -hk)f3kJ.Lk(l -/Ji+ /3j1"; + /3j入j)
十入j/3jii;―入k/Jk入j/3jd-(1 -1"kー入k)f3k入j/3jii;
= (hi―似）(l -/3j +/3汀j)(l-f3k + ,rkf3り
一虹(1-f3k + /Jk匹）/3j入］
+(ak -虹)/3込k/Jj入J
+(ak - 加 )/3砂•k(l -/3j + /31巧）
+(bk -加)f3k恥 (l-/3j +/3; 巧+/3; 入j)
+入;/3jii;―入kf3k入j/3足 ー(1-豆 — 入k)/3砂•j/3jii;
＝（朽 ー虹）(1 -ぁ＋あ巧）(1 -f3k + ,rk/3り
+(ii; ―hk)(l -f3k + f3k11"k)/3j入J
+(ak -hk)f3k入k(l-/Jj +/3;11";) 
+(bk -加)f3k限 (1-/3; +あ巧 +/3込j)
-iij(l -森+f3k11"k)/3; 入J
+(ak -加)f3k入k/Jj入j
+入j/3jiiJ―入k/Jk入j/3jd-(l -7rk — 入k)f3k 入j/3jii;
in which the last three terms can be reduced to the single term (a1・十 ak-hk -d)入kf3k入i(3i. Thus, 
eventually the difference C -B becomes 
C -B = (hi -h砂(1-{3j + /3j7rj)(l -f3k + 7rkf3り
+(ai -加)f3; 入j(l-f3k + f3krrk) 
+(ak -加)f3k入k(l-{3j+f3; 巧）
+(bk -hk)f3kμk(l -f3; + f3;7rj + {3j入））
+(aj + ak -hk -d)入kf3k入;f3;・ (3.109) 
Therefore it follows that the right hand side is nonnegative, hence C~B. This completes the proof. 
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